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Ann Arbor Art Center (A2AC) Is Announcing WonderFool Productions As Their New
Artbox: Buy One Give Some Partner

ANN ARBOR, MI, February 4, 2022 –  A2AC has a new Artbox: Buy One Give Some partner,
WonderFool Productions! Artbox: Buy One Give Some is a giving program that provides the
opportunity for our community to support three local non-profits by shopping at the A2AC.

Now through March 6th, 2022, proceeds from every ArtBox purchase will help provide ArtBoxes
to WonderFool Productions!

WonderFool Productions is a community-supported nonprofit inviting and empowering the Ann
Arbor and Ypsilanti communities through the inclusive, illuminating, and transforming power of
creativity. In March, WonderFool Productions will take their gifted Glow Buddy ArtBoxes to our
friends at Peace Neighborhood Center, passing along the power of creativity to help the kids get
ready for FoolMoon 2022!

The previous recipient of our program was Ele’s Place Ann Arbor, which   is a healing center for
grieving children, teens, and their families. Through this program, A2AC gifted them 55
Copperplate Embossing ArtBoxes, which the teens use to make memory tiles in honor of their
loved ones.

For more information on the A2AC, including upcoming events, classes, and visual art
opportunities, visit annarborartcenter.org.

About the Ann Arbor Art Center (A2AC): For over a century, the nonprofit Ann Arbor Art Center
(A2AC) has sparked creativity in people of all ages, backgrounds, and artistic abilities. Our
mission is to be a contemporary forum for the visual arts through education, exploration,
collaboration, and exhibition and to engage minds, expand perspectives, and inspire growth in
students of all ages, teachers, artists, and the community. We are empowered to carry out our
mission through the support of individuals, corporations, and foundations who believe in the
value of our work and in creativity's essential role in sustaining and elevating our shared
experience. In fulfilling our mission, the Art Center serves as a regional hub for the visual arts. It
prioritizes the long-standing partnerships we cultivate as a keystone for Ann Arbor’s healthy
cultural and civic life ecosystem. Join the conversation on Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and
Twitter.

For Media Inquiries, contact A2AC Development and Communications Director Meaghan Clark at
mclark@annarborartcenter.org.
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